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It is a concern shared by many. Water utilities are not immune to ransomware and other cyber-attacks.
Even though we see more headlines concerning the electric grid, the water sector may be even more
vulnerable.
Water utility operations are increasingly connected to the internet — not just billing and email services
but also the pump stations and treatment systems that are a utility’s core function. Internet connections
allow operators to monitor systems from afar, which cuts costs. But after a number of attacks in recent
years exploited utility system weaknesses — the hacking of a dam in New York in the summer of 2013, for
instance, and an attack on Ukraine’s electrical grid in December 2015 that shut off power to some 700,000
people for a few hours — water officials are understanding the need to secure their control networks
against cyber threats.
In this session we will discuss how cyber threats infiltrate water utilities and operate to compromise water
safety and availability. We will review the various security gaps that enable these attacks and discuss what
type of security controls can be implemented to reduce risk and improve operations.
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